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Abstract 
In this paper we shall first obtain a Riesz-type decomposition theorem of super-
harmonic functions with respect to function-kerne1s of potentia1s. 
Next， as an application of new decomposition theoremぅweshall give some new 
characterizations of the regu1arity of function-kerne1s which p1ays an important ro1e 
in the theory of Hunt kerne1s. 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a locally compact but non-compact Hausdorff space satisfying the second 
axiom of countability 
A positive linear mapping from CK to C is called a continuous kernel on X. 
The family (乃)p>Oof continuous kernels on X is colled a resolvent family associ-
ated with V うifit satisfies the following equalities: 
(3) 九一Vq=(q-p)乃'Vq=(q-p)巧 Vp， Vpう Vq> 0う
(4) limp→o九二 V
G.A.Hunt[ll] verified that， when a continuous kernel V 削 isfiesthe complete maxi-
mum principle， we can associate a resolvent family (乃)p>Owith V ぅunderthe assump-
tion that V(CK) C CO and V(CK) is dense in C，。
The existence of a resolvent family may be developped to the theory of a semi-group. 
80 we can consider a continuous kernel as the elementary solution of the infinitesimal 
generator of the semi-group and hence we can enter analytically into the arguement of 
the generalized Poisson and Dirichlet problems. 
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S由 sequently，G.Lion[20] obtained the same result without the condition that V( CK) 
is dense in Co ・
On the other handう P.A.Meyer[21]， J.C.Taylor[22] and F.Hirsch[10] constructed the 
resolvent family replacing the condition that V( CK) c Co with the weaker c∞on凶di抗tion
on the vanishing properties of potentials at infinity. 
The weaker condition above mentioned is called the :regularity of kernels in potential 
theory. 
Now， let us recall here the arranged results in the theory of convolution kernels on a 
locally compact abelian group X 
A convolution kernel N on X is called a Hunt kernel when there exists a vaguely 
co山 nuoussemi-group (αt)t>o of positive measures on X satisfying 
Nこれtdt (i.e.， J fdN = In={ J f叫}dt for V f E C K ) 
Concerning the charac七erizationof Hunt kernel， the following rerults are well known. 
A non-periodic convolution kernel N becomes a Hunt kernel if and only if N satisfies 
one of the following conditios: 
(A) N is balayable ，that is， there exists a balayaged measure on every open set not 
necessarily relatively compact (cf. G.ChOql同 -J.Deny[l])
(B) There exists a resolvent family associated with N (cf. M.Ito[12]) 
(C) N satisfies the domination principle and N is regu.lar (cf. M.Ito[12]) 
(D) N satisfies the domination principle and has the dominated conve:rgence 
property (cf， M.Ito[12] and M.Kishi[19]) 
Remark 1. In the theory of continuous function-kernelsぅtheauthor has investi-
gated the relations (A) rv (D) and he has already veri五edthe equivalence of (C) and 
(D) and obtained the relations (C)→ (A) and (C)→ (B) (cf. I.Higuchi[5]ぅ[6]， [7]) 
But the inverse relations (μ凶A刈)→ (C例の)and (印例B到)→ (Cめ)f.白ail泊' tωo hold i血ng伊伊抑e白印n附1
I.Hi培gu凶叫7]and M.Ito叫[14])ト. 
These facts suggest that the treatments of the function-kernels are more complicated 
than that of the convolution kernels. 
The regularity of function-kernel is concerned deeply with the vanishing property of 
potentials in the neighbourhood of the point at infinity. 
Indeed， the author proved that a continuous function-kernel G = G(x，υ) is :regular 
if and only if at least one of G and its adjoint G converges to 0 quasi-everywhere at infinity 
m七hecase that both G and G satitfy the complete maximum principle (cf. I.Hig凶
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a Riesz-type new decomposition theorem 
of superharmonic function with respect to a continuous function-kernel G and to prove 
that G is regular if and only if both G and G are redudion :regularうinthe case that 
G satisfies the domination principle. 
Riesz-type decomposition theorem and applications 
2. preliminaries 
Let X be a locally compact but non-compact Hausdor旺spacesatisfying the second 
axiom of countability. A function G = G(xぅy) on X x X is called a continuous 
function-kernel on X when it satis五回
0< G(xぅx)三十∞ for Vxε X ， 
。三 G(xぅυ)<十∞ forV(x， y)εX x X with xチυ
The G-potential Gμ(x) of a Radon mesureμon X is defined by 
G州 =J G(川)d州
Put 
M={μ: positive Radon mesure on X }，
E = E(G) = {με M; JGμ(x)印刷<+∞}う
F = F(G)ニ {μ EM Gμ(x) is白litecontinuous on X }，
D = D(G) = {μι M Gμ(x) < +∞ G-n.e. on X }. 
And we write their sub-families consisting of the measures with compact support by 
MoぅEo，Fo respectively 
We denote by PMO (G) the totality of G-potentials of the measures in Mo. The notations 
of the families of various class of potentiala are also denoted similarly 
A Borel measurable set B is said to be G-negligible ifμ(B) = 0 for V f.1εEo(G) . 
We say that a property P holds G-riearly everywhere on a subset A of X and write simply 
that P holds G-n.e. on Aぅwhenit holds on A except for a G-negligible set. 
A lower semi-continuous function u on X is said to be G-superharmonic when 
o ~ u(x) < +∞ G-n.e. on X and for anyμε Eo(G)ぅtheinequality Gμ(x)三u(x)G-n.e 
on Sμimplies the same inequality on the whole space X . 
We denote by S (G) the totality of G-superharmonic functions on X 
For a function uεS(G) and a closed set F c X， a po副 ivemeasure f.1' supported by 
F satisfying the following conditions is called a balayaged mesure of u on F， ifit exists: 
Gf.1'(x) = u(x) G-n.e. on F， 
Gμ'(x)三u(x)on X 
We denote by Sbαz(FうG)the totality of G引 lperl四 monicfunctions for which the bal-
ayaged nesure on F exists and write simply SbaZ(G) instead of SbaZ(XうG)
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Potential theoretic principles are stated as follows: 
(i) We say that G satisfies the domination principle and write simply G -< G when 
PMO(G) c S(G) 
(i) We say that G satisfies the complete maximum principle and write simply 
G -<G + 1 when we have 
PMo (G) u {c} C S ( G) for V cどO.
(ii) We say that G削 isfiesthe balayage principle when we have 
PMo (G) c nk;compactcX Sbαz(KぅG).
(iv) We say that G is balayable when we have PMo(G) C Sbαz(G) . 
(v) We say that G satisfies the continuity principle if， for anyμε Moぅthefinite 
continuity of the restriction og G μ (x) to S μ implies the 白fin凶1
on the whole s叩pa舵ceX. 
When a continuous function-kernel G satisfies the continuity principle， we can 
verify， under the additional condition that every non-empty open set in X is of positive 
G-inner capacity， that there exists a positive mesure c everywhere dense on X satisfying 
(1) G(x， y) is locally c 0 c -summableう
(2) 時(f)(x)= J G(xぅy)f(υ)dc (y) is continuous on X for V fεCK 
Then we can consider り asa continuous kernel on X 
For a non-negative Borel function u and a closed set F， the G-reduced function of 
u on F and the G回reducedfunction of u on F at infinity dう aredefined respectively 
by 
R~ ( u)( x)= inf {υ(x) ; v ES(G)うり(x)とu(x)G-n.e. on F }ぅ
R~'O ( u ) (x = infωωoRZncω(u)(x)ぅ
where Do denotes the totality of al relatively compact open sets in X. 
And we write simply Rb(u)(x) instead of R2/(u)(x) 
Putうfor.a closed set F， 
So(PぅG)= {uεS (G) ; R~'o ( u ) ( x こoG-η.e. on X }ぅ
And write simply So( G) instead of So(X， G) 
Riesz-type decomposition theorem and applications 
Remark 2. When G satisfies the domination princip1eぅthefollowing (1) and (2) 
ho1d: 
(1) We have R~(u) ε S (G) for any closed set F and for any uεS(G) 
(2) We have鳥(u)εS(G)for any u E S(G) ，where Rb(u)(x) denotes the 10wer 
崎山rizationof Rb( u) (x) 
Further we putうfora closed set F， 
So(FぅG)= { uE S(G) ; R~'O(u)(x) = 0 G-ηe. on X }ぅ
and write simply So(G) instead of So(XうG)
The kerne1 G is said to be regular when we have PMO (G) c So (G) 
Remark 3(cf. I. Higuchi [7] and M.Ito[15]). When G削凶esthe domination prin-
cip1e， the following statements are equiva1ent: 
(1) G is regular 
(2) PEo(G) C So(G) 
(3) PFo(G) C So(G) 
(4) PDo(G) C So(G) 
(5) G is regu1ar. 
Therefore， it su白cesto obtain the weakest condition (3) when we show the regu1ariry 
of G and we may use the strongest condition (4) when we app1y the regularity of G. 
And the duality of regu1arity follows from the equivalence of (1) and (5) 
Remark 4. Suppose that G satisfies the comp1ete maximum princip1e and thatう
for iiμε Mo，Gμ(x) converges uniform1y to 0 at infinity 0うthatisぅfori E > 0 and for 
Vμε Mo ，there exists anωιDo satisfying Gμ(x) < E on CωThen G becomes regular. 
Thereforeうregularitymeans a kind of vanishing property of potentia1s at infinity 0 . 
Remark 5(cf. I.Higuchi[8]，[9]). We have a1ready genera1ized Remark 4 and char-
acterized the regu1arity as follows: 
Suppose that both G and G satisfy the comp1ete maximum princip1e. Then the fo1-
10wing (1) and (2) are equiva1ent each other: 
(1) G is regular. 
(3) For ic > 0ヲ iid>0うゆ， and for iv E Moぅwehave 
idcαpbl {x E X; Gμ(x)三c}n { xE X ; Gv(x)三d}]= 0 
UノヒHO L 
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3. Riesz-type decomposition theorem 
In the rest of this paperぅwediscuss always on the following assumption: 
every noη-empty open set in X is of positive G-inner cαpαczty . 
After the classical model of Riesz， we shall have a following new decomposition the-
orem of superharmonic functions with repect to continuous function-kernels. 
Theorem 1. Let G be αcontinuous functioη-kernel 0η Xsαtisf:仰ngthe dominα-
tion principle 
Then forαny uεS(G)αηd forαny closed set F c X ， there existαpositive meαsure 
μF E D(G) αηdαfunction hF(x) such that 
u(X) = GμF(x)+hF(x) 0η X， 
SμF C F， 
ヨ{μn}た1c Eo(G) S.t 
Sμn C F for Vηy 
μn→ μ (vαguely)αsη →∞ y 
Gμn(X)三Gn+1(X) on X for Vηy 
J玩Gμn(X)= U(X) G-ηe. on F 
GμF(X)三 u(x) on X， 
hF(x) 三 R~，8(U)(X) G-n.e. on F 
Definition The sequence {μn}之1C Eo (G) (resp. the measureμFεD(G))is 
called an approximate sequ.ence of balayaged mesure ( resp. a pseudo品alayaged
measure ) of u on F . 
Remark 6. The proof of the classical decomposition theorem of Riesz concerning 
the superharmonic functions on Rn (η三3)is done by using the relations held between 
七heLaplace operatorムandthe Newton kernel N = N(x， y)
And by virtue of the celebrated lemma of Weyle， we can prove the harmonicity of the 
function hF . 
On the other handうinour new decomposition theoremうthegeneralized Laplacian with 
respect to the kernel G does not appear on the stage. 
So we can not derive the harmonicity of function hF in theorem 1. 
But， approximating a G-superharmonic function u by the potential GμF(X) うwemay
appreciate the function hF(x) by the G-reduced function R~，8(u)(x) on F 
Therefore， we can investigate the behavior of u in the neighbourhood of the point at 
infinity. 
Riesz-type decomposition theorem and applications 
For the proof of Theorem 1うwerecall here the following two lemmas and the equiva-
1er悶 heldbetween the relative domination principle and the relative balayage principle( cf 
M.Kishi[18] and I.Higuchi[4]) 
Lemrna 1 (cf.R.Durier [3]). Let G beαconti問。ωfunction-kernelon X such thαt 
itsαのointG satisβes the contiηuity principleαηd {μn}~â be αsequence of meαsures 
in D(G) . 
Suppose that there existsαsuperhαrmonic function uεS(G) sαtisfying 
Gμη(x)三 u(X) G-η.e. on X for 'Vn . 
Then， the set {μn}J21is υαguely bounded 
Lemma 2 (cf.I. Higuchi [7]) . Suppose thatαcontim刷 sfunction-kernel G satisfies 
the domination principle. Then there exists， forαηy uεS(G)αηd forαny clode set F 
in X ，αsequeηce {μπ};tコ cEo(G) of meαsures verifying 
Sμn(X) C F for 'Vηy 
Gμn(X)三 Gμn十l(X)三 u(x) on X， 
J込Gμn(X)= u(x) G-n.e 。ηF
Proof of theorem 1. We denote by {Dn} ~~ the exhaustion of X such that 
Dn is a relatively compact open set in X . Put 
Fn = F n Dn n {x E X; u(x)三η}
Then Fn converges increasingly to F as n tends to +∞. 
Let μFε D(G) be a pseudo-balayaged measure of u on F. We may concider 
{μn}~コ c Eo (G) as an approximate sequence of balayaged mesure of u on F and μF 
出 avague adherent of {μn}JZ 
日1edenote by μm，n the restriction of μnto com-
Then we have 
Gμm，n(X)三Gμn(X)= u(x) = R~nCí2m(u)(x) on Sμm，n and hence on X 
and， by the inequality μη 三μn一μm，n ぅ
Gμp(X)三hiEf{Gμn(X)-Gμn，m(X)} 
三J弘Gμn(x) -R~nCí2m ( u ) ( X ) 
二 u(X)-R~パCí2m (u)(X) G-n.e. on F ぅ
and thereforeうlettingn tend to +∞ぅ
hp(x) = u(x) -Gμp(X) 三 R~，ð(U)(X) G-n.e. 0ηF 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 
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4. Applications of Riesz-type decomposition theorem 
The following result concerning the relation held between the regularity and the bal-
ayability is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 . 
Corollary 1. 1 G sα:tis品目 thedomin 
Telα:tion holds: 
So(G) C Sbal(G) 
Remark 7. The relation in Corollary 1 was already obtained by using the equiva-
lence held between the regularity and the so同calleddominated con.vergence property 
(cf. I.Higuchi[5]). We emphasize here that Corollary 1 follows immediately from The-
orem 1 
Remark 8 . The inverse inclusion relation of Corollary 1 does not necessarily 
hold in general. But if we suppose that G satisfies the domination principle and that 
G is regular， then we have SO(G)=Sbal(G) and therefo附 he，following (1) r-v (4) are 
equivalent: 
(1) u E So(G) 
(2) u E Sbal(G) 
(3) Rb( u)εSo(G) 
(4) Rb( u)εSbal (G) 
Remar k 9. By Corollary 1ぅwemay discuss the vanishing property of super-
harmonic function G at infinity point using the balayability of u. Further， we may 
derive the the vanishing property of u at infinity point from that of the smaller function 
Rb(u)(x) 
Corol1ary 2(cf. I.Higuchi[7]). When GベG)G is bal仰 αbleザGis Tegulαγ 
Remark 10. The inverse of Corollary 2 does not correct in general. 
In factうWedenote by N = N(xぅy) the N ewton kernel on Rn (η 三3) and by c a 
positive measure such that Nc(x) is finite continuous on X and that J dc < +∞ 
The the continuous function-kernel defined by 
G(x，υ) = N(x，υ) + Nc(x) 
satis五esthe domination principle. Further we can prove that G is balayable but not 
regular and hence that the regularity is a stronger property than the balayability( cf. 
I.Higuchi[7] ) 
Riesz-type decomposition theorem and applications 
Now we consider the three definitions of regularity and obtain the mutual relations 
held in them. 
Theorem 2. For the contonuous function-kernel G satisfying the domination 
principle， the following (1) '"-' (4)αγe equzvαlent eαch other: 
(1) G is regular， that is， the following inclusioηholds: 
9 
PMO(G) c So(G) . 
(2) G is regular， that is， the following inclusioηholds: 
PMo(G) C So(G) 
(3) Both GαηdGαre reduction regular， that is， the followiηg inclusions hold 
at the same time: 
R~(PMO(G)) C So(G) ， 
氏主(PMo(G))C So(G) . 
(4) Both GαηdGαre strongly regular ， thαt is， every G-pseudo-potential 
(resp. every G-pseudo-potential) is co叫αinedin So( G) (resp. in So( G) ) . 
Remark 11. A G-superharmonic function u iscalled a G-pseudo-potential when 
u isdominated by a potential Gμ(X) of some measureμε Mo(G) 
CoroUary. Let G be αsymmetric continuous function-kernel 0れ X. Then the 
follo肌吋 threestatementsαre equivaler訪問chother: 
(1) G is regular 
(2) G is reduction regular 
(3) G is strongly regular 
Proof of Theorem 2. The equivaleces (1)←→ (2)←→( 4) have been already 
known (cf. Remark 3 and I.Hig吋立[8])
By vi吋ueof the inequality u(x) 三 R~(u)(x) on X the implication (1)→ (3) is 
trivial. 
Therefore， we may su畠ceto verify the inverse implication (3)→ (1) 
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To prove the implication (3)→ (1) ， we use the Riesz-type decomposition theorem 
obtained in Theorwm 1. 
For anyμε Mo ( G) and anyωo E 00 ぅwedenote byμcωo a pseudo-balayaged 
measure of μon Cω。
Then we have first， for any measureνε Fo (G) ， the following equality when both G 
and G are reduction regular: 
J R~(印)(x)dv(x) = J R~(GMcwo)(x)dv(x) 
In fact， we have by (3)う
J R~(G川三 JURr{Gμcω +R~G(州ν
二 J日JRgW(Gp，)dv + J R~(R~(印))dv 
=Jbj G川 ν十0=J!zfG伽 ω
ご ω担xJRgωK(GV)仇二 ω担xJ Gv山仇
二lJ，m"I Gμcωdvcω什K<lim/RZω(Gμcω。)dv
ωK→X.l ω→X.l 
= J R~(Gμcωo )dv 
Consequently we have the following inequality: 
J R~(向)dν 三 J R~(G川)dν
The inverse inequality being trivialうweobtain the desired equality: 
J R~(印)(x)dv(x) = J R~(G川)(x)dν(x) 
In the above calculations， we used the theorem of Fubini and the dominated conver-
gence theorem of Lebesgue repeatedly. 
Riesz-type decomposition theorem and applications 11 
Finally we have 
J R~(G榊 =J R~(G川)dv= J R~(φ)仇。
三JRgwO(抑制)仇1 (山口oandω1 Cωo ) 
Lettingωo tend to X うwehave 
J R~(Gf1)dv 三 J R~(乾(Gv))仇l 二 O
The 1ast equality follows from our assumption that G is a1so reduction regu1ar. 
Consequent1y， the implication (3)→ (1) was verified and hence the proof of Theorem 
2 was comp1eted 
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